Certi-Vex® DecoChips and DecoQuartz are both available in 12 pre-mixed custom-color blends which can be mixed and matched with any PowerCoat® or ProCoat™ high performance breathable epoxy and urethane coating for a truly unique custom look that is an economical alternative to expensive trowel applied systems. The complete system delivers a seamless, extremely durable, chemical and abrasion resistant floor. Depending on the type of application, this decorative-aesthetically pleasing surface can have positive footing or a smooth matte or high gloss clear UV stable finish.

**Application Instructions for DecoChip and Quartz floors**

**Base Coat**
Apply color base coat following all application directions from the specific PowerCoat or ProCoat product according to product literature. Apply only to an area that you can easily reach across.

**Broadcast**
Immediately after applying the first coat, apply chips or quartz by broadcasting over the wet area. Apply so there is a uniform amount and random in color covering the area to the desired look and appearance. Leave a wet edge of PowerCoat or ProCoat where you can start coating the next area. Allow to dry and then sweep off excess. If desired, a second broadcast can be done by applying a clear coat over the first broadcast and repeating.

**Topcoat**
Apply clear gloss or clear semi-gloss/matte protective PowerCoat or ProCoat epoxy and optional urethane top coat as directed to lock in the DecoChips or DecoQuartz.

**Where to Use**
- Auto Dealerships
- Aircraft Hangers
- Industrial Facilities
- Cafes & Restaurants
- Warehouses & Garages
- Balconies
- Fire Houses
- Locker Rooms, Showers & Restrooms
- Walk & Entrance Ways
- Patios
- Pool Decks
- Food Processing Areas & Kitchens
- Auto/Truck Repair Bays
- Sports Venues
- Transportation Terminals
- Lobbies & Break Rooms
PowerCoat and ProCoat coatings are available in clear gloss, clear matte, and 19 standard colors. Custom colors are also available.

Select from a range of high quality decorative quartz aggregates and vinyl chips to create a customized look that fits your environment. Custom blends are available.

**DecoChips** are sold in convenient to apply 16 oz shaker jars and 50 lb. bags. **DecoQuartz** is sold in 50 lb. bags.

**PLEASE NOTE**
Printed colors and patterns are designed to closely approximate actual. It is recommended that colors should be chosen from actual test samples. Contact Vexcon to order samples.

Vexcon products meet the toughest current environmental and performance standards in the market today. All Vexcon products comply with federal EPA and state VOC regulations as well as numerous industry standards and specifications. Consult specific product data sheet for more information. Always test to confirm suitability and required results.

Learn more at vexcon.com